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Who’s Leading the Meeting, and How Effective are They?
When was the last time you
sat in on the perfect
meeting? The meeting in
which the leader started and
ended on time. The meeting
in which the leader
distributed the agenda two
days prior. The meeting in
which the leader did not
allow attendees to
negatively impact the
meeting. Where are those
great meeting leaders when
you need them, and how can
you develop your meeting
effectiveness?
Candace BelAir,
a communications
expert, offers her
thoughts on
techniques to
ensure your

meeting exceeds your
attendees’ expectations.
SDA: One of the greatest
fears people have is public
speaking, but that doesn’t
always mean they are
presenting to a large group.
Sometimes they have to lead
a small-scale meeting, which
you would think would be an
easy thing to do, but their
knees are still shaking. What
makes leading a meeting so
scary?
Candace: It's true; people
are often more afraid to
speak in front of people they
know than total strangers.
They fear being judged by
their peers. They may think,
"What if someone in the

group knows more than I
do?" "What if I say
something wrong, and
someone in the group knows
it? How embarrassing to
mess up in front of my
colleagues." Here's my
suggestion: put those
negative "what if's?" in a
balloon, release the balloon
into the sky, and watch it sail
away. In its place, tell
yourself, "I am here to HELP
my listeners learn
something." "What I have to
say is of VALUE to them." "I
am here to SERVE my group
members, to offer my ideas
freely and openly." "I have
something valuable to
CONTRIBUTE." When you
(Continued on page 2)

Mark Your Calendars!
EDSymposium13 Recap
June 12, 5:30pm
McCormick & Schmick’s (on Lake
Union, Seattle)

Chapter Planning Retreat
July 13, 9am to 4pm
Renae Howard’s home
All members welcome

Chapter Summer Social
August 10
Cathy Comstock’s home

Chapter Program/Meeting
September 19
Location TBD

Seattle Design Festival
September 13-22
www.designinpublic.org

PARK(ING) Day in Seattle
September 20
www.parkingday.org

Inside this issue:

Member Profile: Nancy Pascoe
Nancy Pascoe works at
DeForest Architects. She was
a former SDA member,
having re-joined about six
months ago.

The Seattle chapter is
pleased to have her back.

SDA: What motivated you to
join SDA?

SDA: How long have you
been with DeForest
Architects?

Nancy: As the soleadministrator/marketing
person in a small firm, I really
appreciate having SDA "coworkers." When architects in
my firm have questions
regarding their practice, they
can confer with each other.
It's great knowing that I have
SDA members that I can tap
for their experience and
knowledge.

Nancy: I have been with
them for a year. Prior to
that I was with Shugart
Bates Architects for two
years (a victim of the
unpleasant times), and when
I was living on Whidbey
Island I worked for Ross
Chapin Architects for four
years.

(Continued on page 4)
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Who’s Leading the Meeting?
embrace these positive
affirmations, you bring an
entirely different mindset to
your meeting; it's not about
YOU, it's about THEM. You
are there to HELP, to SERVE,
to CONTRIBUTE. By focusing
on the GROUP and how you
can help them, it frees you
from negative self-judgments
such as, "I should know the
answer to every question;" "I
better not stumble over any
words;" "I hope I look okay,"
etc. I'm a big believer in
positive affirmations because
THEY WORK. In addition to
positive affirmations, there
are exercises such as
diaphragmatic breathing
and progressive muscle
relaxation that will calm you
down before your meeting.
SDA: You don’t have
meetings without people, and
unfortunately many leaders
do not get to choose the
people who attend their
meetings. What about the
attendees who enjoy
dominating the discussion, or
those who tend to ramble on
and on, or start talking about
topics that are not on the
agenda? What best practice
techniques would you
recommend to the meeting
leader on how to manage
those people?
Candace: Here are a few
suggestions:
 One person dominates:
"Let's hear from someone
who hasn't spoken yet.
How about you, Bill?"
 The discussion is getting
off-track: “John, how
does this relate to our
topic?”
 The speaker is
ambiguous: “Steve, I’m
having trouble following.

(from page 1)

What are you suggesting,
specifically?”
 The speaker is rambling:
”Sue, in the interest of
time, we need to move on.
Thanks for making your
point.”
 The speaker is going
overtime: “We have a full
agenda, so let’s keep our
comments brief and
focused.”
 The discussion is migrating:
“We are now discussing
_______, and it’s taking
us away from our topic.
Let’s put it on the agenda
for our next meeting."
SDA: Is it true that the most
effective meetings have an
appointed time-keeper? What
if the time-keeper forgets to
call “time”?
Candace: I prefer that the
meeting leader keep track of
the time. The leader should
estimate how much time is
needed for each agenda
item, and mark his/her
agenda accordingly. For
example, "Item A" starts at
2:05pm and ends at 2:15pm.
If you are taking more time
than you allotted, you need
to make up for it elsewhere.
Similarly, if you allotted 15
minutes for an agenda item,
and it takes only 10 minutes,
you have an extra 5 minutes
to "spend" elsewhere.
SDA: For meetings in which
the attendees haven’t
previously worked together,
what do you think about
spending some time at the
beginning of the meeting to
get to know one another?
Candace: Fine, as long as
you KEEP IT BRIEF. Ask each
attendee to give their name
and answer a question

relevant to the meeting. For
example, "In 15 seconds or
less, please give us your name,
and tell us why you
volunteered to be on this
committee." Or, "In 15
seconds or less, please give us
your name, and identify one
goal you have for this
meeting." I have found that
when you specify a certain
time, for example, "15
seconds," people usually talk
twice that long. If you want
them to stay under 30
seconds, tell them they have
15. If someone's introduction
goes on too long, gently stop
them by saying, "Thank you
for your comments. It's great
to know your goal for this
meeting; I share the same goal
myself. I'm looking forward to
hearing more from you in the
next hour."
SDA: We know that the
meeting leader is responsible
for setting the tone of the
meeting and is accountable
for the outcome of the
meeting, but what about
attendees who are stuck with
an ineffectual meeting leader?
Do you have any tips for that
situation?
Candace: This is tricky,
because politics may be
involved. If the ineffectual
leader is your boss, be
careful: at best, it's rude to
disregard or ignore him or
her; at worst, it's professional
suicide. No matter how
poorly your superior is
running the meeting, you
should remain engaged,
interested, attentive. After
the meeting, if you feel you
must say something for the
good of the committee, have
a private conversation with
the person who has the

leader's ear, then let that
person speak to the leader.
Your name should stay out of
it. While we're on this topic, if
YOU are the leader, I
suggest that at the very first
meeting, you introduce the
policy of periodic "checkins." These would be
feedback forms completed
anonymously at regular
intervals (after every third
meeting, for example.) Ask
members to refrain
from personal attacks, and
offer ways to improve the
process instead.
SDA: What traits do the best
meeting leaders have?
Candace: They start and end
on time; they distribute the
agenda before the meeting;
they encourage participation
among all attendees; they
validate all opinions, even
those they don't agree with;
they are good listeners; they
ask follow-up questions; they
recognize when attendees
are not tracking with them,
and correct the situation
immediately; they don't
interrupt; they SHARE THE
GLORY. As President Harry
Truman said, "It is amazing
what you can accomplish if
you don't care who gets the
credit."

BelAir Training: Helping business
and community leaders EXCEL in
high-stakes communications.
Candace K. BelAir
425-670-8408
www.belairtraining.com
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A Message from the Chapter President, Stacy Rowland, CDFA
In April, we
celebrated
Administrative
Professional’s
Day. I’m
proud of my
role at Berger Partnership,
and I’m proud of my
profession. In my 20 years
as a non-design professional
in design firms, I’ve seen
recognition for our positions
come a long way. I
remember struggling against
the terminology
“professional” vs. “nonprofessional,” with
professional being used to
designate the architects and
engineers. I remember
thinking that I am not any
less professional then my coworkers—I’m just not a

professional “architect.” I
believed then, as I do now,
that professional
administrators hold a
valuable and special place in
the design firm. We know
that our design-professional
coworkers did not go into
their chosen profession
because they love to create
financial statements, or
answer the phone, or respond
to RFQs. By making those
things our profession, we free
them to pursue theirs. And by
joining SDA, we are making
a commitment to excel in our
profession.
I looked up “professional” on
Wikipedia and was struck by
these listed qualities:

The main criteria for
professionals include the
following:
1. Expert and specialized
knowledge in field which one
is practicing professionally.
2. Excellent manual/practical
and literary skills in relation
to profession.
3. High quality work…
4. A high standard of
professional ethics, behavior
and work activities while
carrying out one's
profession…
5. Reasonable work morale and
motivation. Having interest
and desire to do a job, [as]
well as holding [a] positive
attitude towards the
profession, are important
elements in attaining a high
level of professionalism.

And the 2013 ROSE Award goes to...
Congratulations to Laura Preftes on
receiving the chapter’s ROSE
Award!
Laura was honored at the Annual
Meeting with the Recognition of
Special Effort (ROSE) Award.

four more issues (Spring, Summer,
and Fall 2012, and Winter 2013),
and every issue had educational
take-away topics, in addition to
member profiles and noteworthy
news on member firms.

The ROSE Award began in 2000,
and is given to the chapter member
who has provided above and
beyond service to the chapter.
Laura received the ROSE for her
effort in serving as the chapter’s
newsletter editor. The chapter had
been without an editor for Portico
since 2008, due to a lack of
volunteers. Laura stepped up to the
challenge and committed to a oneyear term. She developed the new
template and set the chapter’s
standard for future issues. Upon the
Board of Directors’ approval, Laura
started work on the first quarterly
issue, Winter 2012. She published

Laura Preftes (right) receiving the ROSE award
from President Rowland.

6. Appropriate treatment of
relationships with
colleagues… An example
must be set to perpetuate the
attitude of one's business
without doing it harm.
7. A professional is an expert
who is a master in a specific
field.

I believe that these criteria
define the SDA member. We
are experts in our field and
should take pride in that
expertise, while always
striving to increase our
knowledge. We should set
high standards and
expectations for ourselves
and our colleagues. And most
of all, we should celebrate
our profession and our
professionalism.

Copyrighted Material
With all the social media sites and sharing of
pictures, you would think it’s okay to copy and
post someone else’s photos on your blog, or on
Pinterest, Facebook, or LinkedIn, anytime the
inspiration hits you. Think again. If you do that,
you are likely violating copyright laws.
You can visit the United States Copyright
Office at www.copyright.gov to learn
everything you ever wanted to know about
copyrights. Or, if you are a Costco member,
check out the recent newsletter for an
informative article discussing copyright laws
and social media. An alternative to having to
ask for and wait for upfront permission, or
worrying whether the perfect image/graphic
you found online is okay to use in-house, is to
get photos that have already been vetted by
others; for example, try www.thinkstock.com or
www.istockphoto.com.
Page 3
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Member Profile

(from page 1)

SDA: What do you do at your firm?
Nancy: I am the office manager,
bookkeeper, and marketing coordinator
for the 10-person firm in our local office
(we have one person in our Tahoe City,
California office).
SDA: What challenges you with respect
to work/life balance?

workshop) that you could take that would
allow you to perform your job more
effectively, what class would that be and
why?
Nancy: A workshop on architectural
practice and profitability. I would like to
have a better handle on how to make
my firm more profitable.

Nancy: I am always thinking about what
needs to be done at work! I've
embraced the concept that work and life
are intertwined. It helps to have a VERY
wonderful principal who understands
family demands and is perfectly willing
to give me the time off, as needed, to
care for my 95-year old mother.

SDA: What activities or hobbies do you
enjoy in your spare time?

SDA: If there was one class (or seminar or

Nancy: I like to garden. My garden at

“It's great knowing I have SDA
members that I can tap for their
experience and knowledge.”

the moment is mostly flowers and herbs. I
belong to a farm-share program with a
local farmer near Port Townsend, so I’ve
stopped growing veggies. I am an
amateur classicist, so I enjoy reading
Ancient Greek literature in the original.
My absolute favorite author is Homer. I
actually learned Ancient Greek in order
to read Homer in the original. Would
like to have more time to brush up on my
Latin!
SDA: What are some of your goals with
respect to SDA?
Nancy: I would like to continue to foster
a support group for all the issues we all
face in managing A/E firms.

The “4 Corners” Rule and Your A/E/C Contracts
Terry Scanlan of Skellenger Bender, P.S.
presented a session on contracting issues.
He offers this explanation of the “4
Corners” rule:
An "integrated" contract adopts the 4
Corners rule, which means that terms not
found within the written contract (the four
corners of the document), may not be
introduced by way of outside evidence,
and will not be considered. The outside

evidence is called "parole evidence."
Parole evidence refers to other
communications, including letters, e-mails
or even phone calls. The extrinsic
communications can't be used to change
or redefine what's in the four corners of
your written contract. If a court can
understand what's written in the contract
on its face as written, i.e., if there is no
ambiguity in what's being agreed to,
then any information outside of the

contract (parole evidence) will not be
considered for purposes of altering the
plain meaning of the words within the
contract.

SDA pushes me to reach farther, both professionally and personally. (Nikki Pierce, CDFA;
Clark Nexsen)

Sound Bites

Compassion and kindness are just as (if not more) important when it comes to building people
and companies. (Merge Gupta-Sunderji, MBA, CGA, CSP; Merge’s blog)
When you need a form or a process, somebody in SDA has already created it. (Stephanie
Kirschner, SDA Executive Director)
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Technology Transfer: Excel’s Text to Columns
There’s a handy Excel feature that can extract data from a cell and insert it into another cell. Say you inherited a spreadsheet
containing rows, not columns, of text that included the Agreement number, the name of the Consultant, the Scope of Work
description, and the Contract amount. You want to be able to sort easily on the Contract amount, which you could do if the dollar
amounts were in another column. Here’s how to use the “Text to Columns” tool in Excel 2010.
1. Select the rows of data. Under the Data tab, select Text to Columns. Based on how the data is entered, Excel will default to
either Delimited or Fixed Width. For this example, select Delimited (see Step 1 of 3 graphic, below). Click Next.
2. You then need to select the delimiter. In this case, you want the Contract amounts to be in a separate column. In each row, the
Contract amounts contain a dollar sign, so use that as the delimiter. Click “Other” and enter a dollar sign in the “Other” field.
See Step 2 of 3. Click Next.
3. Another step allows you to format the data. See Step 3 of 3. When you have each column of data formatted, click Finish.
4. The bottom right graphic below shows the results. All of the Contract amounts were moved to a separate column, enabling an
easy sort (the dollar signs were added after the fact to the entries).
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Best Practices for Transitioning from Staff to Manager
Do you foresee a career transition from
staff to manager? Three administrators
who have made that transition talk
about their experiences, and offer best
practices on how to make that transition
a success.
How did your transition from staff to
manager come about?
Lois Diemert, CDFA (Jacobs
Engineering): I became a supervisor
when our department had layoffs and
the current supervisor was one of those
terminated. However, I was not given the
actual title of supervisor; I was simply
told to "take care of things." I was
young, and it is my nature to take care
of things, so that is what I did. I served in
this role for several years, supervising
one person plus temporary workers, and
managing the department.
Patty Chapman, Supervising Project
Accountant (Parsons Brinckerhoff): I
joined Parsons Brinckerhoff in 2006 as a
Senior Project Administrator. My
background encompassed 25 years of
industry experience, specializing in cost
estimating and project controls – where I
was a Sr. Estimator and Lead Project
Control Specialist supervising a staff of
eight. My supervisor at Parsons
Brinckerhoff recognized my potential as
a leader and, with a mind to succession
planning, began grooming me for her
job. I was first assigned as Lead Project
Administrator (PA) becoming the
technical resource for the PA team and
for project managers. To gain
experience with the full range of
supervisory responsibilities, I was left in
charge when my supervisor travelled to
the other offices she managed. As I grew
into this role and in conjunction with the
PA teams’ acceptance of my position, I
began to take on more supervisory
responsibilities, such as reviewing and
approving timesheets, and sitting in on
goal setting and performance reviews.
After four years functioning as the Lead
PA, I was promoted to the supervisor of

the Seattle PA team.
Gretchen Renz, CDFA (Bernardo Wills
Architects): My transition to a
management role has been ongoing for
the past 22 years. I can’t point to a date
in time and say “this is when I became
management;” it has been much more
gradual. I started taking on more tasks
to ease the workload of our very busy
Principals. Eventually, these tasks
evolved into roles. For instance, initially I
was just preparing mockups of our
responses to RFQs so the Principals could
fill in the blanks, then I started writing
the responses for them to proofread,
and eventually I was compiling all the
information and functioning as a de
facto Marketing Manager with input into
what projects we pursued and how. The
same type of evolution took place with
the finance, HR, and facilities
management tasks that I had taken on.
Now I am viewed by both the other
managers and technical staff as the
“Manager” of the marketing, finance,
facilities, human resources, and
corporate operations of the firm.
What changes did you feel you had to
make in order to help solidify your
managerial credibility to your staff?
Patty: While I have always tried to
present myself in a manner that is both
professional and stylish, I have become
more aware of how I am perceived by
others. I moved into an office once I was
promoted to supervisor. This satisfied
two goals: (1) it was a visible sign to the
PA team and to the Seattle office of my
position as supervisor; and (2) it
provided a private and safe place for
my team to air issues and concerns or
ask questions. In decorating my new
office, I relocated my Hello Kitty items to
the overhead cabinet. My office still
reflects my personality—just not ALL of
it.
Lois: After taking over the department,
I once complained to my supervisor that I
wasn't given the authority to really be

the supervisor, and she told me that it's
good to act and dress for the position
you want to have. This stopped me in my
tracks and gave me food for thought. I
re-evaluated my outfits and how I acted,
and I continue to follow this advice
today. Since then I have also learned
that I need to be more assertive about
what I want, such as asking for the
money I deserve, and what I can or
cannot do.
Gretchen: As my managerial role grew,
I found it more and more important to
maintain a professional distance from
the people I work with, and especially
those that I was directly supervising. I
find it impossible to be a friend and
confidante and also a disciplinarian.
Unfortunately, I learned this lesson the
hard way, with many hurt feelings and
unmet expectations on both my part and
my coworkers’. The drawback, of course,
is that while I like and respect the
people I work with, I can count very few
of them as friends. I simply know too
much about what is going on above
them, and there are things going on
below me that I simply cannot know.
I also became acutely aware that my
performance and appearance were a
part of establishing the “norms” for our
office. I began dressing in a more
professional way every day, and
viewing my attendance and punctuality
as examples for the rest of the staff. It is
incumbent on managers to model the
behavior they expect from staff, and it
greatly increases credibility and buy-in
if staff sees that you are not asking them
to do anything you aren’t doing yourself.
What’s been your biggest challenge to
managing/supervising staff?
Gretchen: I have a hard time managing
my expectations for how and when
things will be done. It has been difficult
to adjust to the personalities and work
styles of the people I am supervising
(Continued on page 7)
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Best Practices

(continued from page 6)

rather than being autocratic.
Lois: My biggest challenge to
supervising staff was the fact that my
manager undermined the little authority I
had. It wasn't in organizing the work, but
if I told an employee a rule that applied
to her, she knew she could talk to my
manager and he would give in to her. I
lost credibility.
Patty: Managing expectations from my
team, as well as from upper
management, and outward to clients and
to project managers and to our
corporate office, while at the same time
keeping my team motivated and on
track, and keeping up with my own
workload. I am fortunate to have a
highly skilled and professional team that
knows what needs to be done and just
digs in and does what it takes—every
day.
What best practices (or lessons learned)
would you share with others to help them
have a successful transition from staff to
manager/supervisor?
Gretchen: Remember that once you
become a manager, you speak for the
company. You can’t be flippant or off
the cuff, because everything you say is
given more weight by the people you
work with. Do not indulge in even the
most minor gossip.
Lois: I already shared lesson #1—to
act and dress according to the position
you want. The second lesson is to be
aware of your position politically in the
organization, and to be careful how you
interact with others. Treat everyone with
respect and be friendly, but be careful
who you confide in. The third lesson is to
listen to your staff and encourage their
ideas and creativity in solving problems.
Patty: I believe two best practices go
hand-in-hand: Lead by example, and
be a team player.
I would not ask my staff to do something
I was not willing to. And if you want to

be respected as a leader, you have to
be a team player. When I first started
at Parsons Brinckerhoff, I did not know I
would have an opportunity to be a
supervisor. I loved my job and just
wanted to help the team with the
workload. I did whatever needed to be
done, whether it was making copies,
doing the billing, or working longer
days. I did not think a particular task
beneath me. And even though I had just
come from being a supervisor, I did not
have a sense of entitlement at my new
job. I was hired as a team member and
that is what I endeavored to be. I
believe my supervisor appreciated and
recognized my ultimate goal was to
ensure that a quality product was
delivered to our clients. That’s the bottom
line–that our department, our office, and
our company provided quality services.
The third best practice is to put yourself
in others’ shoes. You can’t appreciate
what anyone is up against until you’ve
walked a mile or so in their shoes. I’ve
heard those sayings many times, but
they really hit home for me during my
transition to supervisor. I admit to silently
(and sometimes not so silently) judging
my supervisor on some of her decisions.
As I have encountered similar situations
over the past year, I discovered
underlying reasons for her decisions.
They were not something I knew about
(or should have known about). My
supervisor made the best possible
decision based on the circumstances and
seeing the big picture. I know my team
will not always agree with or understand
the reasoning behind my decisions. I
hope to have earned their respect
enough that they will know at the end of
the day I am trying to do what is best
for our team.
Do you have any other parting words of
advice?
Gretchen: Get some training if you can!
Learning to manage through trial and
error is hard on you and hard on the

people you’re managing. Learn how to
delegate, manage your time, set goals,
and manage expectations.
Lois: I have found that it pays to be
flexible but dependable; to focus on
what your manager wants you to do;
and to look at all the options available
to solve problems. Also, ask for guidance
and clarification when needed, then do
what needs to be done to complete the
task on time.

“It is incumbent on managers to
model the behavior they expect
from staff, and it greatly
increases credibility and buy-in if
staff sees that you are not asking
them to do anything you aren’t
doing yourself.”
(Gretchen Renz, CDFA)

Other on-line resources for growing your
manager skills:
Chrissy Scivicque has free coaching
calls. www.eatyourcareer.com
The American Management Association
(www.amanet.org) has free webcasts and
webinars for purchase on various topics
covering interpersonal skills, leadership,
and management and supervisory skills.
The Performance Juxtaposition Site
(www.nwlink.com/~donclark/leader/
leader.html) has information relating to
leadership and managerial and supervisory
skills.
One of the greatest benefits that SDA
offers is the use of its national Forums.
Members enjoy real-time discussions on
leadership and managing staff and related
topics. www.sdadmin.org
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Board of Directors
SDA Seattle Chapter
2013 - 2014
Stacy Rowland, CDFA
President
Julie Stalzer
President-Elect
Renae Howard, CDFA
Vice President
Pakalana Patterson, CDFA
Treasurer
Lois Diemert, CDFA
Secretary
Susan Vestal
Director

About SDA
For over 50 years, the Society
for Design Administration
(SDA) has promoted education
and best practices in
management and professional
standards of design firm
administration. SDA
membership stretches across
the United States and
Canada, and is composed of
personnel working in the
design industry for
architectural, engineering,
construction, and related
industry firms.

Question of the Quarter: What were the coolest, wildest
fundraisers held in your office?
Julie Stalzer (LPD
Engineering): For United
Way at a previous firm, we
held Office Olympics, which
consisted of turkey bowling,
an office chair obstacle
course race, putt-putt golf,
decorate your principal,
and a silent auction.

office. Each course was
different, and used office
supplies or whatever items
the teams brought from
home. It was very creative
and super fun. The money
raised came from the entry
fees contestants paid to
participate.

Tena Martins (SvR Design
Company): We participate
in Food Lifeline’s “Food
Frenzy.”

Stacy Rowland (Berger
Partnership): We
participate in quite a few
fundraisers, but don’t
generally host them at our
office. For Architects
Without Borders, we have
participated in the pumpkin
carving contest. For the
Seattle Humane Society, we
have participated in the

Amanda Hardeman
(Parsons Brinckerhoff): For
United Way, we held a putt
-putt golf tournament.
Teams designed their own
holes, set up throughout the

dog-house building
competition, Barkitecture.
Shannon Soady (DLR
Group): For United Way,
we held whirlwind, weeklong activities that are
kicked off with a delicious
luncheon, followed by payto-play dodge ball at the
YMCA, silent auction of
employee-donated items,
PTO raffle, drink tickets with
bar cart, and a bake sale.

Kudos to the Chapter
We received positive
feedback after the chapter
program “Recipe for a
Winning Proposal.”

Thank you; it’s good to
know there are programs like
this available. (Darlene
Schiffler, Valley Electric)

Thank you. Julia and I
really enjoyed meeting all the
members, and the topic.
Thank you for having us. I

Look, click, learn.
Seattle Chapter SDA:

think we both would like to
come back again. (Margaret
Vandenberg, Wiss, Janney,
Elstner Associates, Inc.)

Thanks; it was a great
event. Very informative.
(Mike Maisen, Aspect
Consulting)

www.sda-seattle.org
Like us on Facebook

National SDA:
www.sdadmin.org

Editor’s Goof
Page 3 of the Spring 2013 issue of Portico contained an error. The correct formula is shown below.
To change lower case to upper case:

Insert this in cell B1: =UPPER(A1)
A

Portico is published quarterly. Please send
comments, suggestions, announcements

1

anne rinker

B

C

ANNE RINKER

and articles to the Editor, Judy Beebe, at
beebe@pbworld.com.
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